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Abstract—This research presents the use of smartphone technology to assist
fisheries work. Specifically, we designed an Android application that utilizes a
camera connected to the internet to detect RGB image objects and then convert
them to HSV and gray scale. In this paper, Android-based smartphone technology using image processing methods will be discussed, a digital tool that provides fish detection results in the form of length, width, and weight used to determine the price of fish. This application was created using features provided
by the OpenCV library to produce binary images. Three main challenges highlighted during application design including C ++ QT were used to build the user
interface, the contour-active method was used to divide and separate image objects from the background, while the clever edge edge method was used to improve the outline appearance of objects. Both methods are implemented on the
Android platform and utilize smartphone cameras as an identification tool. This
application makes it possible to provide many benefits and great benefits for
farm farmers but on the other hand will create technological gaps.
Keywords—Library OpenCV, Citra Segmentation, Android Application,
Technology Smartphone.

1

Introduction

Having the best smartphone for various needs is important but still depends on the
software or application that is owned according to work requirements. Various mobile
applications that can help human work [1], [2] and the very trend right now [3] growing so fast and constantly updated and tends to connect hardware into applications
such as cameras, sensors, com-passes, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi to meet user needs [4]. The
integration of Mobile device is an innovative process to increase labor mobility and
flexibility on the workforce [5] and and caused desktop computing to be replaced by
the emerging mobile computing technology [6].
Mobile application innovation is now moving towards the digitalization of processes that aim to create quality [7] and the most interesting thing is image processing
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technology mobil based [8] to detect product quality through image objects [1], [8]
besides also used for visual identification and video analysis [2], [9] and used as solutions to help people with color blindness [10]. Various cloud-based mobile computing
applications have been developed and presented to users such as, cellular learning,
cellular health services, mobile games or industrial needs [5] The need for mobile
technology with the ability to image segmentation in the freshwater fish industry is
used to identify the quality and type of freshwater fish [11]. This research succeeded
in designing an image segmentation technology based on an android mobile application using the active contour method. [12], [13]. The technology proposed in this
research is a form approaching the digitization process used computer vision and
image processing to segmentation. The OpenCV library is used for application development because it can work on various operating systems and across platforms [14] as
well as having complete algorithms and functions for image processing function [8]
besides that it has been implemented in several image processing projects [4], [14].
The focus of this research is to look at and demonstrate the utility of an android mobile application and find out how efficient an image processing application can be
used to check and assess the benefits of a product.
1.1

OpenCV and platform android

OpenCV Library (Open Computer Vision) is a library used primarily for image and
video processing needs so that it can extract information in it. The OpenCV library
has 2500 algorithms first introduced by the Intel Research initiative to advance CPUintensive applications in 1999. OpenCV library can be built with a variety of sump as
programming such as C, C ++, Java, Python that massing one has sample code for
real-time computer vision and support a variety of platforms such as windows, Linux
[4], Mac OS, iOS and Android [15]. OpenCV Library Version 2.2 is the first version
that can be built on the Android operating system and in version 2.3.1 has been
equipped with a program code for image processing on the Android system [4]. The
data type in OpenCV is IplImage derived from the word Intel Image Processing Library which is the main image structure in OpenCV [8]. Much other research carried
out by using OpenCV to create a system capable of capturing, identifying and analyzing the features in the image [14] such as face detection and tracking features that use
a combination of Java and C ++ to build programming code [4]. Basically, the image
detected will be converted to binary values and OpenCV provides a library for doing
this like inRange, threshold, Adaptive Threshold, Canny and others to make binary
images to grayscale or color.
Building image processing applications on the Android platform requires an Android software Native Development Kit (NDK) as an API (Application Programming
Interface) tool [16]. NDK has a set of features that help use C ++ and C programming
codes.
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1.2

Citra RGB and HSV

The digital image is defined as a function f (x, y). The value f represents the value
of the gray degree of the object at points x and y, while (x, y) is the position of the
pixel where the value is x represents the row number while they value represents the
column value [17]. RGB ( Red, Green, Blue ) imagery consists of three image fields
where each color has a value of each pixel [18]. Object Pendetksian dap at done in
several ways one of them by way of color-based HSV. HSV Digital Image defines
color in the terminology of Hue (True Color), Saturation and Value (Color Brightness) [19] HSV image contains colors that n is equal to that captured by the human
senses. While the colors formed by other models such as RGB are a mixture of primary colors [17]. RGB images are more dominant in the original image of an object.
Building image processing applications on the Android platform requires an Android software Native Development Kit (NDK) as an API (Application Programming
Interface) tool [16]. NDK has a set of features that help use C ++ and C programming
codes.

RGB type Digital Image

1.3

Thresholding technique and binary image segmentation

Threshold is a process segmentation image to change the grayscale image [20] that
will produce a binary image [20]; [21] and has two possible pixel values, namely the
intensity value of the image that is more than or equal to the threshold value of 1
(white or foreground) and if it is less than the threshold value or value 0 (black or
background ) that you want to remove . Each pixel in the binary image has a size of 1
Bit. Processing binary images are done by refer to (1).
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Digital Image and Binary Value

Processing binary images with refer to (1) and in floating-point form done with
refer to (2):

 0 I BW ( x, y )  T 
I Bin ( x, y ) = 

 255 I BW ( x, y )  T 

(1)

 0 I ( x, y )  T 
I Bin ( x, y ) =  BW

 1I BW ( x, y )  T 

(2)

Where :
IBin (x,y) = Binary pixel value at point (x,y).
IBW (x,y) = Pixel value at point (x,y) in a grayscale image.
T
= Threshold value
An image with a grayscale type and model in the arrangement of pixels consisting
of rows and columns shown in figure 3. Each pixel has a degree grayscale with a
numerical value in the range of 0 (Black) - 255 (White), and each pixel has a size of 8
Bit or 1 Byte. With such a digital image symbolized as a matrix of pixels with a value
of 0-255
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Grayscale Type Digital Image

2

Method

In this section, we will introduce the proposed scene image detection system. We
use the Android platform because it is free and open source and is widely used to
develop mobile applications [10]. This research uses Java and C ++ as the basis for
programming code. To create an An-droid application, the C ++ section will be built
first by using the Native Android Development Kit (NDK) to improve application
performance, while the OpenCV library is used for processing image coding, all
programming code is built on the operating system Windows then converse I to APK
for Android smartphone applications and uses the camera as a detection tool. The
program is run by using the camera on a smartphone [6]. Object samples that will be
detected in this study are banding and the results of image processing will display
information about weight estimation and price calculation. To get the best object
detection results, the minimum Android specification uses version 17 with 1 GB of
RAM and a 5 Megapixel Camera. The system workflow in this application can be
explained, see Figure 4.
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The Flow of Each Image Processing Level

The first stage, the camera on the android anchor will detect the object and then use
it as an input image after the input image has been successfully captured, the next step
is preprocessing the image. [20], that is, first - the first image with the JPG type and
the original color model obtained from the camera is RGB will be converted into two
color models namely HSV and Grayscale. Process conversions are explained as follows. Conversion the image from RGB to HSV is done by using the In Range feature
in the OpenCV library, this is a color-based detection process after which color segmentation is done, this function uses refer to (1) and (2). to get a pixel value binary at
each color point, then operating a morphological image is a process to reduce noise
and also to eliminate black holes on objects. The next stage of detection contour on
objects using canny edge detection to identify the boundary edges of objects, the data
contour then stored in an array a rotatories’ (rectangle accompanied by rotation), this
process has a detection parameter or pixel value. Meanwhile, image conversion from
RGB to Grayscale is also carried out by taking detection parameters from the database. Thresholding technique the image on an object applied to be able to distinguish
and separate the objects needed color white (foreground) and black background objects that must be removed (background) [21]; [22] so that it produces a binary image
[21]. For basic operations thresholding OpenCV function is used cv:in Range and u to
reduce noise the morphological operation is done so that the contour of the object
detected in binary imagery is obtained. Next, detect the bounding box i.e. the system
will draw a bounding box that shows the width and length of the object to be measured using the find Contours () function that is available in the OpenCV library. This
rectangular bounding box is the area found in the contour stage image. This process is
done by using functions find Contour () in the OpenCV library, the biggest contour in
binary imagery will give a value of length and width in pixel units. The final stage of
image preprocessing is performed to the pixel value conversion unit centimeter, Inch
and Kilogram. So that the weight of the detected object can be known. The flow of
each image processing level is summarized in figure 5.
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The Flow of Each Image Processing Level

Camera connection to the internet allows applications and services to be used when
users are everywhere [6] Before android smartphone application is really used, we do
camera calibration to locate and track detection patterns to be performed by the
system, calibration carried out on a large light intensity affects the image capture.
Calibration is done with the following equation
f =

P*D
W

(3)

Where :
F
= Camera Focal Length (pixel)
P
= Object Lenght in camera (pixel)
D
= Distance object from camera (cm)
W
= Actual object lenght (cm).

3

Result

Image processing application built on Android The smartphone successfully identifies the object as an area of digital image processing. The object contained in the
image is a pixel location which is considered to have a difference in image intensity
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and is marked as a boundary box (Bounding Box). Bounding box will give the value
of the length and width of the fish object and then calculate the weight estimate.
3.1

Pseudocode programming models on device

Finding contours is one of the most important stages in image processing. Contours
are the result of a threshold process that forms an area segment and appear as a
bounding box that is, a rectangular box follows the edge of the object detected. Some
of the relevant OpenCV functions are as follows:
/// Find contours
findContours(threshold_output, contours, hierarchy,
CV_RETR_TREE, CV_CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE, Point(0, 0) );
To convert RGB to Grayscale color, the following functions are used:
/// Load source image and convert it to gray
src = imread( argv[1], 1 );
/// Convert image to gray and blur it
cvtColor( src, src_gray, CV_BGR2GRAY );
blur( src_gray, src_gray, Size(3,3) );
As for the color conversion from RGB to HSV used function as follows:
//Convert Image to HSV
cvtColor(frame,hsv,CV_BGR2HSV); in
Range(hsv,Scalar(h_min,s_min,v_min),Scalar(
h_max,s_max,v_max),hsv);
imshow("hsv",hsv);
The detection results will be stored in the SQL database system to become
calibration data. The program method for storing new detection parameters.
if(!db.cekDataDetector()){
db.addParameterAutoDetect("0","0","56","255","255","2
55","time");
}
The detection results will show the length and width of the object in the centimeter
unit, the value will be converted to Inch then weighted using the following function
// conversion
double inch
// Formula to
B = (L * (G
// return the

cm to inch
= cm / 2.54;
find fish weight.
* G) ) / 800;
contents of the result variable
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The Android smartphone application built has a control panel for selecting HSV
colors by determining the minimum and maximum HSV color values. The program
code used is as follows:
//Create a trackbar on the HSV frame
inRange(hsv,Scalar(h_min,s_min,v_min),Scalar(h_max,s_ma
x,v_max),hsv);
createTrackbar("H_MIN: ","hsv",&h_min,255);
createTrackbar("H_MAX: ","hsv",&h_max,255);
createTrackbar("S_MIN: ","hsv",&s_min,255);
createTrackbar("S_MAX: ","hsv",&s_max,255);
createTrackbar("V_MIN: ","hsv",&v_min,255);
createTrackbar("V_MAX: ","hsv",&v_max,255);
The implementation of the program code that has been made will be the rule in the
device used. To see how the device works, the system framework is presented in
Figure 6. The system framework shows the object detection process and then converts
the color from RGB to HSV and Grayscale to get a line that produces values of length
and width in centimeters. This value is then in conversion to Inch unit and kilogram
(kg) to get a weight value. So that the end result of processing this image is a value of
the weight of an object, in this case, is milkfish.

System Framework of Android Smartphone
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3.2

Implementation

Android-based detection system modeling smartphone has an interface for
displaying images of milkfish captured by cameras and pieces setting minimum and
maximum HSV values and Grayscale. The home interface image is presented in
Figure 7.

a) Normal Image Detection

b) Conversion to HSV

HSV value conversion settings

Figure 7 is the original image captured by the camera in RGB format with HSV =
0, while figure 7 b shows image conversion from RGB to HSV. The Android
smartphone application has a control panel that uses the Trackbar() function on
OpenCV, this serves to select or adjust the color of HSV both minimum and
maximum. The value of h_min = 100 , h_max = 255, s_min = 100 , s_max = 208,
v_min = 15 , v_max = 255 . The value of H (Hue) represents the color, S (Saturation)
represents the dominance of colors and V (Value) represents the level of brightness
[19]. This value gives a reddish-green color. If the saturation value is 0 then it is not
colored at all or between black and white. In the RGB color type, the HSV value can
be seen in the component with the lowest value (min) and the highest value (max) or
in other cases it can be called the lower and upper limit values. The color obtained
from the HSV conversion will not affect the length and width and the weight produced.
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(a) RGB image

(b) HSV image

(c) Grayscale

(d) Threshold

Result of the RGB / HSV / Gray / Threshold Image Type Conversion

Figure 8 shows the results converting the color of the object from the original the
green line around the object is the bounding box created with the OpenCV
findContours () library, this line will determine the length and width of the fish object
detected. To obtain the contour value, you must consider two contours, one inside and
one outside. Because the contour line with pixel width is greater than one, then the
contour value in using the Inner function will be used in the OpenCV library.
3.3

Advantage

Android smartphones with image processing capabilities to get the weight and price
of milkfish have provided new and practical ways for fishermen or pond farmers to
see the weight of fish without having to use scales or traditional methods. In addition,
the application provides a list of products or types of milkfish along with the weights
and prices that have been detected previously. Android smartphone application.
3.4

Limitation

The application cannot be used for a large number because it has not considered
the efficiency and required power consumption. Autofocus on the camera does not
work well so that the distance shooting still affect the results of the detection, in
addition, design user interface application design has not been based on the concept of
user experience so that it becomes familiar.
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4

Conclusion

Image processing methods that exist in the OpenCV library have worked well on
Android devices. The capacity of performance and many functions of the algorithm
the one in the makes it easier for a war on android apps. In addition, the image
processing method that has been entered into the smartphone android device has
succeeded in detecting objects and digging up information that exists on these objects
as the purpose of this study. Even so the system that was built and the Android
smartphone device as a detection medium has not considered the power consumption
needed so it is not possible to control all objects in large numbers other than that the
thresholding technique used on an image, is still strongly influenced by uneven
lighting or image factors blurry which causes the histogram can not be partitioned
properly so that it does not give satisfactory results. To anticipate some of the
deficiencies that exist, further research can be done by increasing the flexibility and
sensitivity of the detection camera and better calibration.
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